Exercise
BENEFITS OF EXERCISE:
Exercise has many beneﬁts. Our bodies
thrive on regular physical activity.
Exercise has both physical and emotional rewards.

PHYSICAL REWARDS
OF EXERCISE:
EXERCISE CAN:
Lower your
blood Pressure
Lower your
blood sugar
Lower your
Cholesterol
Help you lose weight
or help you keep
a healthy weight!
These physical e�fects decrease the
risk of stroke, heart disease, and
Diabetes.
EMOTIONAL REWARDS OF EXERCISE:
FEEL BETTER MORE STAMINA.
BETTER SLEEP INCREASED ENERGY.
You feel better. You have more physical
and emotional stamina. You sleep
better. Exercise a�fects brain chemistry.
For example, exercise can help treat mild
depression. It can also help you have
more energy.
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TYPES OF EXERCISE:
You need to do 2 types of physical activity
each week to improve your health:
AEROBIC & MUSCLE STRENGTHENING
Aerobic exercise makes you breathe faster
and gets your heart beating faster. Your
lungs work harder to bring in more
oxygen, and your heart pumps harder to
send blood to the muscles. This process
strengthens your lungs, heart, bones and
muscles. Some good aerobic activities are
WALKING BRISKLY, JOGGING, SWIMMING, CLIMBING STAIRS, RIDING A
BIKE, DANCING, PLAYING TENNIS,
ROWING, CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING.
A good exercise goal is to build up at least
150 minutes (2 hours and 30 minutes) a
week of moderate aerobic exercise, or 75
minutes (1 hour and 15 minutes) a week of
vigorous activity. You might combine
moderate and vigorous activity for a fun
workout.
Try to exercise for at least 10 minutes at a
time and spread your total workout time
over the week. Moderate exercise means
you're working hard enough to raise your
heart rate and break a sweat. One way to
tell is that you'll be able to talk, but not
sing. Examples of moderate exercise are
walking fast, doing water aerobics, or
playing doubles tennis.
Vigorous activity means you're breathing
hard and fast, and your heart rate has
gone up quite a bit. If you're working at
this level, you won't be able to say more
than a few words without pausing for a
breath. Examples of activities that require
vigorous e�fort are jogging, swimming
laps, or playing singles tennis.
If your health care provider approves, get
at least 5 hours (300 minutes) of moderate
exercise or 2 hours and 30 minutes (150
minutes) of vigorous activity a week to get
more beneﬁt from exercise. This will also
help you keep a healthy weight.

Strength training is done to work and
strengthen all major muscle groups of
your body (legs, hips, back, abdomen,
chest, shoulders, and arms). You can use
gym equipment or your own body
weight. It will make your muscles
stronger and able to work longer
without getting tired. Muscle mass
burns more calories than fat so as your
muscle increases, so does your ability to
burn calories. You should do muscle
strengthening 2 or more days a week.
Some of the activities you can do to
strengthen your muscles are:
LIFTING WEIGHTS, WORKING WITH
RESISTANCE BANDS, DOING EXERCISES THAT USE YOUR BODY WEIGHT
FOR RESISTANCE, (SUCH AS PUSH
UPS AND SIT UPS), HEAVY GARDENING (SUCH AS DIGGING), YOGA
Stretching is also good exercise. It can
improve your �lexibility, and balance.
Regular exercise will help you stay ﬁt
and healthy, You do not have to exercise
strenuously!
For example, regular, moderate activity,
such as three 10-minute walks a day,
reduces your risk of death from heart
disease by as much as 60%. Older adults
should try to follow these guidelines for
exercise as much as their physical ability
and health will allow.
To see a visual demonstration of some of
the studies about exercise, view the
YouTube Video by Dr. Mike Evans, “23
and 1/2 Hours: What is the single best
thing we can do for our health?
See http://youtu.be/aUaInS6HIGo
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Exercise continued
CHOOSING AN EXERCISE PROGRAM:
Before starting an exercise program, think about:
WHAT PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES DO YOU ENJOY?
DO YOU PREFER GROUP OR INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITIES?
WHAT KIND OF PROGRAM FITS YOUR SCHEDULE?
Do you have any physical conditions that a�fect your choice of exercise program? For example, if you have
arthritis, ask your healthcare provider about ways to exercise safely and comfortably without hurting your
joints.
The following table can help you plan your exercise program. It lists the average number of calories burned
per hour in some common physical activities. Some of the activities can be moderate or vigorous, depending
on how fast you do them.
MODERATE PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
CALORIES PER HOUR FOR A 154-LB PERSON*
----------------------------------------------------------HIKING
370
LIGHT GARDENING/YARD WORK
330
DANCING
330
GOLF (walking and carrying clubs)
330
BICYCLING (less than 10 mph)
290
WALKING 3.5 mph
280
WEIGHT LIFTING (general light workout)
220
STRETCHING OR GENTLE YOGA
180

MODERATE PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
CALORIES PER HOUR FOR A 154-LB PERSON*
----------------------------------------------------------RUNNING/JOGGING (5 mph)
590
BICYCLING (more than 10 mph)
590
SWIMMING (slow freestyle laps)
510
VINYASA YOGA
490
AEROBICS
480
WALKING (4.5 mph)
460
HEAVY YARD WORK (chopping wood)
440
WEIGHT LIFTING (vigorous e�fort)
440
BASKETBALL (vigorous)
440

* Calories burned per hour wil be higher if you weigh more than 154 pounds (70 kilograms) and lower if you weigh less. Source: Adapted From the
Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2005 Published by the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and the US Department of Agriculture
(USDA).

WARM - UP & COOL DOWN

Include warm-up and cool-down exercises before and a�ter aerobic exercise. Muscles and joints that have not been
used are cool. Start out walking slowly and then gradually increase the pace over a 5-minute period. If you cannot
walk, try easy cycling or other activities at slow, easy paces. This gives the body time to increase blood �low to the
working muscles and joints and prepare them for harder work. Then stretch your muscles and bend your joints for 5
to 10 minutes. This warms your muscles and joints by increasing the �low of blood to them. It makes them more
�lexible and less prone to injury. Your choice of stretches depends on the type of exercise you plan to do. Hold each
stretch for 30 seconds and do not bounce
Right a�ter exercise, allow your heart rate to return slowly to normal. For example, walking slowly for about 5 minutes
will let you cool down and allow your heart and breathing to return to normal levels. Then stretch the muscles used
during your exercise. A�ter stretching, your muscles will be more �lexible and less sti�f. Devote a total of 5 to 10
minutes to cooling down. You can use warm-up exercises for cool-down exercises.
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